Corn Washer

Separate simmered/soaked corn from hulls and soak water.

| Repeatable quality | Consistently maintain the unique flavor and texture of your products made from cooked corn by precisely controlling the washing process. |
| Controlled washing | Corn enters the submerged end of a perforated drum in the washer’s sloped tank. Adjustable water level and fresh water sprays control the amount of rinsing as corn is advanced by a helix inside the drum. Hulls and debris are continuously removed by overflow water drainage. |
| Low maintenance | Chain-driven by a fixed speed motor, the drum turns on heavy-duty wheels. Grease fittings and a chain tensioner minimize maintenance. Drive components are shielded for safety. |
| Simple cleaning | Large access doors on the full-length drum enclosure provide complete access. Stainless steel construction with a large drain valve allow easy cleaning. |
| Custom designs | Corn washers are available in a variety of sizes with water separators, drain conveyors, and other options to meet your processing needs. |
Corn Washer | Model CW

Corn washers are available as part of a complete masa production system.

1. Wedge wire soak water separator
2. Auger feeder for Corn Washer
3. Corn Washer
4. Drain conveyor
5. Vibratory separator removes hulls from drain water
6. Booster pump to increase water spray pressure
7. Auger feeder for Corn Mill
8. Corn Mill
9. Masa hog

Access platform and corn cooking system not shown.

Constant improvement and engineering innovations mean these specifications may change without notice.